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Our Club Manual has now been completed and
loaded onto the Members Only section of our
website.
The Club Manual is intended as a useful
reference for all members for our rules, policies
and operating procedures and should be read by
all members, particularly new members upon
joining the Club.
Thanks to our very active Secretary Mike
Parkinson for his very professional job in
compiling this manual, which also includes
revised and recently developed formal operating
procedures to further improve the safety of our
operations.
The Manual will be reviewed and amended
where required at every Committee meeting to
ensure it is always current.
Any comments or suggested improvements are
welcomed.

MBGC President’s Report
Speed Week - Albury
Thanks to all the volunteers
who helped with our Speed
week display and sausage
sizzle in QEII Square at Albury
on 20th August. An enthusiastic
crowd was attracted to our
gliding display.
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Our Constitution has also been loaded onto the
website and other documents to be loaded onto
the website will include our Safety Management
System, Strategic Plan and Business Plan which
are currently being developed.
Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

CFI report
Well six members made the
effort to do their Annual
Flight Review (AFR) in
August and the new spin kit
for ASK21-GVA worked
well. A reminder that most
of you are now due for an
AFR and all current solo
pilots need to do spins prior
to further solo flight.
With Spring approaching conditions are definitely
on the improve.
For all the hibernators, I managed to fly over 23
hours in August so even with the wet weather
there has still been plenty of opportunity,
admittedly some mid-week flying helps.
Safe cross-country flying is probably still a way
off due to the wet paddocks, but it’s good to start
thinking about your aims for the season.
Leaving the comfort of our valley should be a
goal for you to plan for. The thought of outlanding
shouldn’t be a deterrent if you plan and prepare.
Many people are concerned about burdening
someone to come and get them, but retrieving a
glider from somewhere different is often a bit of
an adventure and there is almost always
someone if you organise it beforehand and have
the trailer and vehicle prepared and ready. Read
the new club manual on trailer preparation.
First X/C’s away from Mt Beauty are best done to
the NW towards Wangaratta where you soon
have good landing options. On the return leg
Porepunkah airfield is an easy retrieve if you
can’t get back over the Tawonga Gap.
Obviously you need to be a competent soaring
pilot to go anywhere and that needs practice so
what are you waiting for?
CFI Quote

"There's a big difference between a pilot and an
aviator. One is a technician, the other is an artist
in love with flight."
E Jeppesen

Terry’s maintenance report
Once again we are distant
from the glorious winter
gloom, frosts and mud of
Mt Beauty. Darwin is
home for a few more
weeks, and we will
continue to endure balmy
tropical days, blue skies
and evening cruises on
the harbour.
As you can imagine it has been hard work
sipping a coldie and munching on fresh cooked
barramundi, whilst idly twiddling toes into the
harbour’s sandbar.
Watching the great orange ball of the setting sun
behind the twinkling lights of the metropolis, I
thought idly that maintenance season at our
airfield is almost upon us again.
Our solar power system has performed
impeccably notwithstanding long periods of nosun days this winter, and our safety systems are
well honed for summer, thanks to herculean
efforts by the Safety Committee under Club
Safety Officer Phil O’Bryan.
Most of the maintenance and development work
over winter has been done but there is always
more.
Winter has demonstrated the real need for a light
4x4 vehicle for winch and towing duties in the
mud. We have the Tercel, and it does the job,
albeit on its last legs, but a vehicle with better
safety and street cred would be nice.
If anyone out there has a good 4x4 side by side
utility tug like a diesel Kawasaki Mule we can find
a great home for it.
Members may recall that earlier this year we in
the Safety Committee were idly looking at
electronic methods of alerting aircraft to our
winch operations, and I had asked Nathan
Frawley (nathan@swiftavionics.com.au) if the
people at FLARM had anything in their pipeline.
FLARM didn’t express any interest at the time but
the ever alert Nathan has advised they have just
announced a product (info@flarm.com) that puts
new technology into the field.
Their development of this highly customised
device could explain why they basically
stonewalled when Nathan tried to engage them in
developing a similar ground safety device
following our discussion earlier this year.
Our Club glider trailers will need an annual
inspection and spruce soon, and I will ask for

MARK BLAND - CFI
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volunteers with wire brushes, chassis paint and
strong arms.
Our aircraft have been given their Form 2
inspections, and it is thanks to the untiring efforts
of Mark and team that this critical work has been
completed.

Safety matters
New spin kit for ASK21-GVA
Installation of a tail weight spin kit has been
completed on ASK21-GVA so that spin training
and checks can be carried out without the
necessity for members to visit other clubs.

One important thing remains: Safe flying and lots
of it. We have to make up for a long winter with
little flying from a sodden field, by upping the
utilisation rate, especially of our single seater
fleet.
TERRY KNIGHT
T/O OPERATIONS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

Kathie starts her gliding training
New member Kathie Heyman kicked her gliding
training off with 10 instruction flights with CFI
Mark Bland over 2 days at the end of August.

Detlev Rueff, Mike Parkinson, Richard Grohmann and
Atila Kerestes inspect the recently fitted tail weight spin
kit on ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Mark Bland

Glider display - Albury SPEED
Exhibition Launch
Murray Arts Museum Albury (MAMA) conducted
the SPEED Exhibition: faster, larger, stronger,
quieter on 20th August 2016.
Kathie Heyman with CFI Mark Bland landing
ASK21-GVA on RWY 32.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

MBGC ski team

The
exhibition
celebrated
the
pioneering
engineering spirit of vehicle invention through
interactive works, engaging programs and
contemporary art.

Representatives of the MBGC Precision Ski Team
(PST) enjoyed a bluebird day skiing at nearby
Falls Creek on 5th August.

Sharon O’Bryan, Mark Bland, Andrew Evans and Phil
O’Bryan at Falls Creek.
Photo: a friendly skier
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Some of the enthusiastic helpers at the Speedweek
display Albury on 20th August. L to R Greg Wilson,
Richard Grohmann, Suzanne Bland, Ian Dealy, Mark
Bland, Kathie Heyman, Mike Pobjoy.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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CFI Mark Bland shows some excited kids and their Dad
our ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

MBGC provided our Club glider ASK21-GVA for a
display for club exposure and promotion of Air
Experience flights which created a lot of public
interest.

Andrew Evans, Mark Bland and Phil O’Bryan at the
Safety Committee meeting on 14th August. Missing
Terry Knight who was crocodile hunting in Darwin
again.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Club Safety Officer vacancy
The Safety Committee accepted the resignation of
Phil O’Bryan as Club Safety Officer with regret at
the last meeting of the Safety Committee.
At the meeting, Safety Committee Chairman
Andrew Evans thanked Phil for his excellent
contribution as CSO.
Expressions of interest are invited from Club
members for the position of CSO.

Chief sausage sizzler volunteer Konrad Kompe with
Mike Pobjoy and Kathie Heyman savouring the aroma of
sizzling sausages and onions.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

The quote of the day was from an eager young kid
who asked “How do you take off from here?".

If you are interested in this role contact Andrew
Evans – Safety Committee Chairman/Accountable
Manager on skyfox49@gmail.com for a Duty
Statement.
The Safety Committee meets at least once every
three months.

Detlev’s wave flight with Mark

Safety Committee meeting
Our Safety Committee conducted a scheduled
quarterly meeting on 14th August.
Business discussed included:
 Protocols for power aircraft taxying over the
winch cable.
 Yellow winch start in gear incident.
 Winch wire glider strike - 31st March 2016,
progress on agreed remedial actions.
 Current safety issues identification.
 Incident record.
 Resignation of Club Safety Officer Phil
O’Bryan (see the invitation for expressions of
interest for this position in this edition)

Alpine Flyer

Mt Bogong from near 10,000’ in ASK21-GVA in wave.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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top 100 in the World and are consistently
maintaining 6th place in Australia.
Results for Recent OLC Years

Detlev Rueff was mildly excited when Mark Bland
performed his customary loop after a fantastic wave
flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

With the new OLC season approaching pilots are
reminded to carry a logger with them and to
register their flights on the OLC. Load the
XCSoar or similar app onto your smart phone and
make sure it is initiated before your take-off.
IAN COHN

OLC report

Women in Gliding Week at Mt Beauty

With the OLC year drawing to a close, we can
review our performance and compare our activity
with previous years. The rule for dating OLC
years is:

The 2016 Women in Gliding gathering will be
hosted by Mt Beauty Gliding Club at the
Mt Beauty Airport from 3rd to 11th December
2016.

“The scoring period of the current year ends 12
days before the first Saturday in October. The
scoring period of the following year starts at the
next day”.

It is expected that 25 or more women glider pilots
from all over Australia, with their gliders and
crews, will attend to sample the excellent early
summer soaring conditions, the great Mt Beauty
Gliding Club hospitality and beautiful mountain
scenery in the Kiewa Valley.

Thus this year, 2016, the OLC Year ends on
Monday 19th of September and the 2017 OLC
year starts on Tuesday 29th of September.
The table below shows our statistics as at 30th
August.

Flights of up to 300km or more taking up to 5-6
hours at heights up to 10,000’ are anticipated.
Flights will be launched by winch and aerotow
with some self-launching gliders attending as well.
The social scene for the week will be set with our
40 year anniversary celebration on 3rd December.

This shows that our activity has been reduced by
around 18% over the 2015 year. One may
speculate as to the reasons for this reduction.

Interesting Internet links

One thing that comes to mind is the excessive
number of rainy days starting around May and the
subsequent waterlogging of the airfield which has
restricted operations during the last three months.

https://www.facebook.com/Mt-Beauty-GlidingClub-194836007242102/

However this is not the only reason. Logger
failures and failure to carry loggers probably
contributed.

https://www.facebook.com/Mt-Beauty-GlidingClub-194836007242102/

Possibly a reduced number of student pilots has
also reduced activity, although student pilots do
not usually contribute heavily to OLC points.
So we must conclude that it is a reduction in solo
flying that has been a major contribution to the
reduced number of km flown and the reduction in
OLC points.
Nevertheless, for a small relatively remote club it
is good that we are maintaining our position in the
Alpine Flyer

Ian Cohn thermalling in ASK21-GVA

Mark Bland’s video of Mt Bogong snow flight

Detlev Rueff’s Youtube video of Mt Bogong wave
flight in ASK21-GVA
https://youtu.be/gl1iSz2s1xo

Upcoming events
29th Oct to 1st Nov 2016 – November Coaching
Weekend Bendigo Gliding Club
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Saturday 17th September: Outlanding - by Paul
Spooner.
Start time is 9am for all sessions.
Any changes or additions to the schedule will be
notified via the forum.
Presenters will be asked to make their
presentations available as resources for members
on the club website wherever possible.
http://www.ggc.org.au/forum/events/607-winterlectures/2915

Winch driver tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1st January 2016 are shown below:
Detlev Rueff

193

Mark Bland

122

Greg Wilson

77

28th to 30th Dec 2016 - A Libelle Gathering at the
Bendigo Gliding Club.

Atila Kerestes

46

Duncan Robertson

33

See the link below for details.

Andrew Evans

32

http://www.bendigogliding.org.au/Main/libellegather
ing

Ian Cohn

24

Mike Pobjoy

20

Ollie Barthelmes

11

Terry Knight

9

Steve Bradbury

7

Adam Bland

7

Mike Parkinson

7

Gary Mason

6

Bernie O’Donnell

6

Reuben Lane

5

Richard Todd

4

Bacchus Marsh training courses

David Ross

3

The Training Panels of Geelong Gliding Club and
Melbourne Gliding Club have organised a series
of presentations on gliding topics to be provided
for members of all clubs at Bacchus Marsh.

Graham Levitt

1

Mark Lucey

1

Richard Grohmann

1

MBGC has also been advised our members are
welcome to attend.

Phil Henderson

1

3rd Dec 2016 - MBGC 40th anniversary celebration
in conjunction with Women in Gliding Week.
3rd to 11th Dec 2016 - Women in Gliding week at
Mt Beauty.
th

th

14 to 20 Dec 2016 - Australian leg of the 8th
Series of the Sailplane Grand Prix at Horsham.
See the link below for details.
tp://www.sgp.aero/australia2016.aspx?contestID=
27849

The schedule for remaining presentations is as
follows:
Saturday 3rd September: Thermalling - by Ailsa
McMillan.
Saturday 10th September: Flying Cross-Country
- by Richard Traill.

Alpine Flyer

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There are three annual prizes for the most active
winch drivers awarded at the AGM (just ask
Detlev).
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Duty Pilot Roster

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to book
your training or check flight requirements prior to
the weekend to assist with planning of instructing
resources. Don’t just turn up on the day expecting
to receive instruction without prior notification.
If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Secretary Mike
Parkinson know who you have swapped with.
Contact Mike at mikep@hp.ozemail.com.au or
0413 736 145.
All members intending to fly are requested to be
at the airfield no later than 10.30am to attend the
daily briefing.
Duty Instructor Roster
Updated 30th August 2016

MIKE PARKINSON
SECRETARY

For sale classifieds
PILATUS B4 GLIDER VH-GCD
Currently airworthy with 40 yearly inspection
completed in September 2015.

Duty Instructor contact details
Mark Bland

0417 565 514

Ian Cohn

0408 379 939

Mike Pobjoy

02 6059 1417

Bernie O’Donnell

0431 529 633

Open trailer.

Andrew Evans

0409 277 328

Price $8,000 ono

Mike Parkinson enjoyed his first flight in Pilatus-GCD.
Photo: Mark Bland

Contact Andrew:
E: skyfox49@gmail.com
M: 0409 277 328
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MISCELLANEOUS PILOT EQUIPMENT
Icom A6 transceiver (model up from A15) $200.
Pilot gloves, mirror, binoculars, and maps.
Ask and be surprised.
Contact Mike:
E: mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au
T: 02 6059 1417
…………………………………………………………
CIRRUS 75 - IUV
Airframe and wings professionally refinished by
Rowe Aviation Services.


No crazing or cracking on the gel coat.



New instrument panel with the following
units:

 Xcom VHF radio with press to talk,







rear speaker and boom mike.
Swiss FLARM.
Tasman V1000 vario.
PDA mount on panel with 20 cm
extension.
Tasman flight pack air data engine coupled to Tasman vario, Swiss flarm,
temperature probe, pitot and static
vents and PDA.

Cirrus-GUV
Photo: Richard Todd

Price $19,500
Contact Richard Todd:
E: richardrtodd@hotmail.com
M: 0477 817 220

Aviation humour

Mountain high oxygen, AL180 bottle with
EDS oxygen regulator.

 Clam shell trailer with mechanical brakes.

Cirrus-GUV

Alpine Flyer
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A word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the recipient of
their donation when you purchase items from their
store.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank

The Editors Final Word
The deadline for editorial contributions and photos
for the next newsletter is 23rd September 2016.
Readers are also invited to offer any suggestions
for improvements to the format of the newsletter.
It's your newsletter so keep those ideas coming
in.
Thank you to all the contributors to this edition.

ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT / “ALPINE FLYER” EDITOR
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